College Curriculum Committee Meeting
11:00 a.m., April 2, 2012
Pugh 160

Members present: Deborah Amberson, Gail Fanucci, Susan deFrance, David Groisser, Selman Hershfield, Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox

College Resource Dean: David Pharies

Meeting called to order at 11:00am.
Minutes of the March 19, 2012 meeting are approved.

Health Disparities in Society Minor - conditionally approved.
POS44xx The Politics of Transnational Migration - conditionally approved.
AFA4xxx African American Studies Internship - recycled.
WST4xxxC Practicum in Health Disparities - recycled.
LAH3xxx Race, Religion & Revolution in the Black Caribbean – conditionally approved.
FRE4xxx French in the 21st Century – recycled. See above.
MET6XXX Seminar in Atmospheric Teleconnections – approved.
MET4XXX Atmospheric Teleconnections – approved.
ANT6XXX Critical Medical Anthropology – tabled.
ANT1XXX Global Health Cultures – tabled.
GEO6XXX Advanced Quantitative Methods for Spatial Analysis – approved.

Meeting adjourns at 12:30pm.